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Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this
product. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a
question. Hopkins Manufacturing Corporation makes your towing experience simpler and more
rewarding through innovation and value. As an Endurance product by Hopkins, this product is
designed for ultimate durability against harsh weather conditions, corrosion, and normal wear
and tear. Hopkins offers a variety of towing solutions including vehicle wiring kits, adapters,
vehicle and trailer connectors, breakaway systems and much more. Today, more than 40
percentage of retail category sales are generated from Hopkins innovations. Hopkins' 5th Wheel
Wiring Kit significantly reduces the time for installing or replacing a truck bed connector. The
reinforced 90 degree angle connector provides convenient installation, plugging directly into
the OEM wiring system and retaining operational function at the rear of the vehicle. Available for
most full-size trucks. Whether it is on the job site or for recreation, Endurance Professional
Grade towing products provide the best performance for the most demanding settings.
Over-built components, dust covers and internal seals make for long lasting performance. Skip
to main content. Buy new:. Ships from: Amazon. Sold by: Amazon. You can return the item for
any reason in new and unused condition: no shipping charges Learn more about free returns.
How to return the item? Go to your orders and start the return Select the return method Ship it!
Fastest delivery: Saturday, Feb 27 Order within 18 hrs and 8 mins Details. In Stock. Add to Cart.
Secure transaction. Your transaction is secure. We work hard to protect your security and
privacy. Our payment security system encrypts your information during transmission. Learn
more. Ships from Amazon. To hide it, choose Ship in Amazon Packaging at Checkout. Ships
from. Sold by. FloTool Capless Gas Add a gift receipt for easy returns. Save with Used - Like
New. Sold by: Amazon Warehouse. Item will come in original packaging. See more. Fastest
delivery: Saturday, Feb 27 Order within 5 hrs and 53 mins Details. Only 2 left in stock - order
soon. Sold by Amazon Warehouse and Fulfilled by Amazon. Brand: Hopkins Towing Solutions.
This fits your. Frequently bought together. Add all three to Cart Add all three to List. These
items are shipped from and sold by different sellers. Show details. Ships from and sold by
Amazon. FREE Shipping. Ships from and sold by Deep Discount Dealer. More items to explore.
Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page. Customers who viewed this item
also viewed. Compare with similar items. Register a free business account. Have a question?
There was a problem completing your request. Please try your search again later. Product
information Technical Details. Would you like to tell us about a lower price? From the
manufacturer. Step Up To Endurance Built to Last Whether it is on the job site or for recreation,
Endurance Professional Grade towing products provide the best performance for the most
demanding settings. The Endurance Advantage. Maximum Durability Over-built components,
dust covers and internal seals make for long lasting performance. Superior Ergonomics Larger,
more intuitive grips for connecting and disconnecting ease. What other items do customers buy
after viewing this item? See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings
calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer
bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Customer
images. See all customer images. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the
United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Verified
Purchase. Installed as expected. I actually relocated the plug into the pillar instead of the inner
bed. Up high inside the bed was minimal clearance to exterior panel so would not fit. Low inside
bed it would, but I can see down the road something shifting and hitting it, damaging it. So after
much consideration and looking, I felt sure I could get this bad boy in the pillar and it would be
out of the way and up higher see pics Worked great with some effort. Took about an hour or so.
I took the plug off on end to fish cable up and in the pillar. It comes apart easy. See pics as I
show the small plastic tabs inside each connection, lightly I used a dental pick Take a pic of
wire colors so you get back in correct spot. Good luck! By Snow Man on May 12, Images in this
review. Right off the bat I was pleased when I opened the package. The wire diameter is larger
than I had anticipated, resulting in no power loss. In fact in my installation it may of been bigger
than the OEM wire. The 10 foot harness was a little long considering where I was going to install
it but the fact that the connector is at a right angle made this model hard to overlook. Directions
were simple, plug in and go basically. Came with the screws to attach it to the truck bed, zip
ties, and even dielectric grease. I would strongly recommend this product to anyone looking for
a high quality, easy to install, in bed connector for all your in bed towing needs. If your
installing yourself I recommend you pick up a file, and smooth the whole to prevent any sharp
metal edges, and some rust inhibitor paint to cover up the bare metal after boring and filing. I
haven't re-torqued the screws and after countless times plugging and unplugging my trailer its
still a solid, tight connection. By Anthony Smith on June 6, This was the easiest part of
installing a gooseneck in my truck. Plug this Cable into cable that you just unplugged and other

side of new cable back into 7 pin behind bumper. First of all, where to start. This is such an easy
add on, unplug the connection to your existing trailer plug on your bumper, and plug in the tee
that gives you a new plug, as well as the old one - right?? Well, I have used these in the past,
and they work fine. Except this one. Installing on a F, and nothing connects correctly. Spend the
extra 20 bucks and by a quality product. The exterior of the plug works great. The plug-ins fit
but not well. The chrome-plated connections are horrible. I could not get my trailer brakes to
work or lights without wiggling all of the connections. I ended up having a factory harness and
plug s installed on my F that work as designed. Save yourself a TON of grief and stay away from
this. Go factory with this type of install. Sub-par Chinese made garbage. Buyer beware!!!!! One
person found this helpful. It's the little things that get a product to 5 stars. This works. Install
was as provided in the directions. No splicing into existing wires required is great, plenty of
cord to install the connection where you would want, etc. The little things. The wires aren't well
wrapped where they connect to the ends. I ended up taping them to help ensure dirt and water
didn't get in and follow the wires into the connectors. It wasn't mentioned in the directions, and
when I was all done I found connection grease in the the parts package - wish I'd seen the
grease earlier or it was mentioned in the the directions. One of the connectors on the "Y" splice
didn't really have a "click" connection with the existing connection, so I taped it up well. On the
7-way connector that gets installed in the the bed, there is an OEM type strain reliever.
Unfortunately it was oriented to the side rather than down, and it pushed a bit into a metal part
adjacent to the hole I drilled. I was able to bend it a bit and it shouldn't pinch anything, but it
seems a straight down orientation would have been better. They solved this by providing
washers that keep the screw from seating down into the molding - but that is a work around for
a better designed mounting. Now - waiting for the RV to get back from the shop to ensure it all
works properly. If anything doesn't work as it should I'll update the review. See all reviews. Top
reviews from other countries. I really liked this kit. Immediately when I pulled it out of the box it
felt very nice and like good quality stuff, the plastic is thick and the hinge feels good and strong
to hold up against abuse it may receive in the box. I have a few complaints though, the wires are
about 10' long which is fine but they only need to travel from the bumper to the box so that's
sort of a pain. The last complaint I have is that the Y is too close to the plugs. There is only a
few inches between the truck side and the bumper plug side and it is a pain to get it all held in
there in such a manner that bumping around for years isn't going to bend and fatigue the wires
in the back of the plug. Report abuse. Fast shipping. A bit of confusion between the seller and
amazon, received the item and installed it on my truck then the next day get notification that
item was shipped. Instructions were pretty good other then there was no reference to the white
wire with eyelet. Through some troubleshooting figured out it was the ground for extension
plug. Not sure why it wasn't design to be run with the ground going to the harness ground so
just found a spot and grounded it to the truck. Debt Ann email to Hopkins and have not received
a response. Other then those couple small hiccups i recommend this product. Works well I used
it to hook up an led tailgate lightbar bar without cutting into the factory wiring on my truck so
far it's worked great only concern is the t part that plugs into the stock trailer plug from the
truck is a bit loose at times so I've had to go under and make sure they are snug maybe some
dielectric grease would help keep a better connection otherwise I love it and as for hooking up a
fifth wheel it would work great. Great product, high quality and easy install. The length of wiring
was abundant for mounting plug near tail gate. Be sure the connections are solid. First time I
used it the lights and brakes would not work. Crawled under the truck, pulled apart the
connection and found I had not pushed it together securely. Mu fault, but you do really have to
wiggle and push it together securely. I tie-wrapped it together for extra security. Has worked
flawlessly since. Pages with related products. See and discover other items: 4 wire trailer wiring
, chevy , chevy truck , auto wiring , trailer harness , trailer wire harness. There's a problem
loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon
Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for
shopping. This item can be shipped to select countries outside of the U. Learn More. Amazon
Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers.
Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on
Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids
Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital
Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals
and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life. Unplug your vehicle's factory wiring harness and plug in a Hopkins vehicle wiring
harness. That's how easy trailer wiring is with a Plug-In-Simple! Need to upgrade or replace a
vehicle side connector? Hopkins has the solution for your vehicle wiring needs. Prevent the

need to rewire a vehicle or trailer. Simply plug in one of Hopkins' trailer wiring adapters and
start towing! Whether you are replacing the trailer connector or rewiring the entire trailer, find
the Hopkins trailer wiring solution for you! Change the way you protect your trailer investments
with The Engager trailer break away system! Reduce brake controller installation time to
minutes! Find your vehicle specific brake control harness that eliminates cutting and splicing.
Check out our line of bonded wire, wire testers and installation kits, to complete the project
quickly and professionally! Easily route towing electrical functions into the truck bed for 5th
wheel or gooseneck trailers while retaining electrical functions at the rear of the vehicle. Both
Universal and Plug-in Simple! All Rights Reserved. About Us Hopkins Advantage. Vehicle
Wiring Kits Unplug your vehicle's factory wiring harness and plug in a Hopkins vehicle wiring
harness. Brake Controllers Get great performance, control, and ease of use! Vehicle Wiring
Connectors Need to upgrade or replace a vehicle side connector? Wiring Adapters Prevent the
need to rewire a vehicle or trailer. Trailer Wiring Connectors Whether you are replacing the
trailer connector or rewiring the entire trailer, find the Hopkins trailer wiring solution for you!
Trailer Break-Away Kits Change the way you protect your trailer investments with The Engager
trailer break away system! Brake Control Connectors Reduce brake controller installation time
to minutes! Electrical Accessories Check out our line of bonded wire, wire testers and
installation kits, to complete the project quickly and professionally! Specialty Trailer Wiring
Connectors Put 12 volt power anywhere you need it! Great for tailgating, camping and everyday
life. RV Levels A level for all lifestyles. Check out our levels for RV's, homes, camping, and work
shops. Skip to main content. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or
tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window
or tab. Add to Watchlist. This listing was ended by the seller because the item is no longer
available. Ships to:. This amount is subject to change until you make payment. For additional
information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or
tab This amount includes applicable customs duties, taxes, brokerage and other fees. For
additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new
window or tab. Start of add to list layer. Add to Watchlist Add to wish list. Sign in for more lists.
Feb 21, PST. May not ship to Ukraine - Read item description or contact seller for shipping
options. See details. Seller's other items. Similar sponsored items. Showing Slide 1 of 2 Carousel. Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing. Package contains one pen with
support for both blue and black ink refills. Back to home page Return to top. Back to home
page. Listed in category:. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab
Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or
tab Add to Watchlist. Condition: New. Ended: Feb 21, PST. Shipping: May not ship to Ukraine Read item description or contact seller for shipping options. Seller: simpsoproducts Seller's
other items. The lowest-priced brand-new, unused, unopened, undamaged item in its original
packaging where packaging is applicable. Packaging should be the same as what is found in a
retail store, unless the item is handmade or was packaged by the manufacturer in non-retail
packaging, such as an unprinted box or plastic bag. See details for additional description. What
does this price mean? This is the price excluding shipping and handling fees a seller has
provided at which the same item, or one that is nearly identical to it, is being offered for sale or
has been offered for sale in the recent past. The price may be the seller's own price elsewhere
or another seller's price. The "off" amount and percentage simply signifies the calculated
difference between the seller-provided price for the item elsewhere and the seller's price on
eBay. Product is exactly what I needed, was easy to install, and my experiences with Hopkins
products in the past gives me confidence that it is of quality materials that will last. Verified
purchase: Yes Condition: Pre-owned. Fit great, installed in less then an hour. Verified purchase:
Yes Condition: New. Skip to main content. About this product. Make an offer:. Stock photo.
Brand new: Lowest price The lowest-priced brand-new, unused, unopened, undamaged item in
its original packaging where packaging is applicable. See all 12 brand new listings. Buy It Now.
Add to cart. About this product Product Identifiers Brand. This product can expose you to
chemicals including DEHP; which is known to the State of California to cause cancer and birth
defects or other reproductive harm. Show More Show Less. Any Condition Any Condition. See
all 13 - All listings for this product. Ratings and Reviews Write a review. Most relevant reviews.
Another quality Hopkins product. Great product Fit great, installed in less then an hour. You
may also like. Vehicle Trailers. Trailer Wirings Towing Systems. Hopkins Manufacturing Boat
Trailer Parts. Other Vehicle Trailers. Horse Trailers. Customer reviews. Write a review. How are
ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the
reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. See All
Buying Options. Add to Wish List. This page works best with JavaScript. Disabling it will result
in some disabled or missing features. You can still see all customer reviews for the product.

Top positive review. Reviewed in the United States on May 12, Installed as expected. I actually
relocated the plug into the pillar instead of the inner bed. Up high inside the bed was minimal
clearance to exterior panel so would not fit. Low inside bed it would, but I can see down the
road something shifting and hitting it, damaging it. So after much consideration and looking, I
felt sure I could get this bad boy in the pillar and it would be out of the way and up higher see
pics Worked great with some effort. Took about an hour or so. I took the plug off on end to fish
cable up and in the pillar. It comes apart easy. See pics as I show the small plastic tabs inside
each connection, lightly I used a dental pick Take a pic of wire colors so you get back in correct
spot. Good luck! Top critical review. Reviewed in the United States on June 15, First of all,
where to start. This is such an easy add on, unplug the connection to your existing trailer plug
on your bumper, and plug in the tee that gives you a new plug, as well as the old one - right??
Well, I have used these in the past, and they work fine. Except this one. Installing on a F, and
nothing connects correctly. Spend the extra 20 bucks and by a quality product. Sort by. Top
reviews Most recent Top reviews. Filter by. All reviewers Verified purchase only All reviewers.
All stars 5 star only 4 star only 3 star only 2 star only 1 star only All positive All critical All stars.
Text, image, video Image and video reviews only Text, image, video. There was a problem
filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. From the United States. Verified Purchase. By
Snow Man on May 12, Images in this review. Showing 0 comments. There was a problem
loading comments right now. Right off the bat I was pleased when I opened the package. The
wire diameter is larger than I had anticipated, resulting in no power loss. In fact in my
installation it may of been bigger than the OEM wire. The 10 foot harness was a little long
considering where I was going to install it but the fact that the connector is at a right angle
made this model hard to overlook. Directions were simple, plug in and go basically. Came with
the screws to attach it to the truck bed, zip ties, and even dielectric grease. I would strongly
recommend this product to anyone looking for a high quality, easy to install, in bed connector
for all your in bed towing needs. If your installing yourself I recommend you pick up a file, and
smooth the whole to prevent any sharp metal edges, and some rust inhibitor paint to cover up
the bare metal after boring and filing. I haven't re-torqued the screws and after countless times
plugging and unplugging my trailer its still a solid, tight connection. By Anthony Smith on June
6, This was the easiest part of installing a gooseneck in my truck. Plug this Cable into cable that
you just unplugged and other side of new cable back into 7 pin behind bumper. The exterior of
the plug works great. The plug-ins fit but not well. The chrome-plated connections are horrible. I
could not get my trailer brakes to work or lights without wiggling all of the connections. I ended
up having a factory harness and plug s installed on my F that work as designed. Save yourself a
TON of grief and stay away from this. Go factory with this type of install. Sub-par Chinese made
garbage. Buyer beware!!!!! One person found this helpful. It's the little things that get a product
to 5 stars. This works. Install was as provided in the directions. No splicing into existing wires
required is great, plenty of cord to install the connection where you would want, etc. The little
things. The wires aren't well wrapped where they connect to the ends. I ended up taping them to
help ensure dirt and water didn't get in and follow the wires into the connectors. It wasn't
mentioned in the directions, and when I was all done I found connection grease in the the parts
package - wish I'd seen the grease earlier or it was mentioned in the the directions. One of the
connectors on the "Y" splice didn't really have a "click" connection with the existing
connection, so I taped it up well. On the 7-way connector that gets installed in the the bed, there
is an OEM type strain reliever. Unfortunately it was oriented to the side rather than down, and it
pushed a bit into a metal part adjacent to the hole I drilled. I was able to bend it a bit and it
shouldn't pinch anything, but it seems a straight down orientation would have been better. They
solved this by providing washers that keep the screw from seating down into the molding - but
that is a work around for a better designed mounting. Now - waiting for the RV to get back from
the shop to ensure it all works properly. If anything doesn't work as it should I'll update the
review. For the money they could have done a little better.. Most connections installed smoothly
as hoped. However I don't know why they give you those self tapping screws and washers when
the plastic is already designed for a hex head.. That doesn't make any sense and I take pride in
my truck and am not gonna use junk mounting options. I predrilled the 4 holes and went my
own route on this part. So I installed my screws from the inside out for a tight fit. Use your own
judgment for proper length if choosing this route. They should have paid attention to how their
own product mounts. I understand people might take the easier route but if you're already back
there to connect the wires, why not secure that baby properly? By James on July 20, I'm not
really good with wiring and usually try to avoid it. I needed a plug to go inside the bed of my
pickup. I looked around online at many different cords. This looked like it was a pretty simple
install. It actually didn't require any wiring work. You remove the back side of your OEM plug
Just a little clip install the adaptor end of this plug and then re-install the OEM plug to the back

of this. After that, all you have to do is route the cable up to the spot, get a hole saw and make
your hole wherever you want Make sure that you can get to it from the backside to install the
other end of the cord to the plug and mount the plug with the screws that they provide and plug
the cord in. Quick and easy. Positive: Pretty easy to install, instructions include drill sizes,
patterns etc. Plenty of cable for the installation. Total time was above 30 minutes. Negative: Kit
needs more wire ties, and I would have liked them a bit wider. I don't like cord hanging on a few
very thin wire ties, that's asking for rubbing problems later. Be VERY careful of the pins in the
connectors. I bent one during install and had to troubleshoot the problem on my back. After I
fixed the bent pin, the system worked like a charm. One of the easier kits to install. The harness
itself is truly plug 'n' play but mounting the receptor in the bed will take drilling unless your
vehicle has already been prepped. However drilling will be required for any kit of this type. In my
particular case I had a 2 inch gap between the bed metal and my plastic bed liner. The harness
was able to accommodate this extra space without any wires rubbing against the side of the
hole I had to drill or the spacer I added. The included hardware will be great for flush mounting
to the bed wall but may need longer screws if you add a spacer like I did. Harness seems high
quality and durable. Get fast answers from reviewers. Please make sure that you are posting in
the form of a question. Please enter a question. Need customer service? Click here. There's a
problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with
Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a
language for shopping. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find,
attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable
Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders
Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital
Comics. DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer
Fashion Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon
Subscription Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy
Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it
on, trade it in, give it a second life. Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers,
or customers who bought this product. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a
question. Please enter a question. Skip to main content. FREE delivery: March 1 - 4. Only 7 left
in stock - order soon. Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your transaction is secure. We work hard
to protect your security and privacy. Our payment security system encrypts your information
during transmission. Learn more. Ships from. Trends Auto. Sold by. Brand: Hopkins. This fits
your. Consider this Amazon's Choice product that delivers quickly. Amazon's Choice.
Frequently bought together. Add both to Cart Add both to List. These items are shipped from
and sold by different sellers. Show details. Ships from and sold by Trends Auto. FREE Shipping.
Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page.
Next page. Featured items you may like. Compare with similar items. Register a free business
account. Have a question? There was a problem completing your request. Please try your
search again later. Product information Technical Details. Would you like to tell us about a lower
price? What other items do customers buy after viewing this item? See questions and answers.
Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how
recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to
verify trustworthiness. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United
States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Verified
Purchase. Literally like putting a square peg in a round hole. My harness was square his is
round. This product should follow Amazon Fitment criteria. If you have a square harness you
want not this one. Please make sure when ordering the Hopkins Harness you read all the
details. There are 2 listed with the same. You will need the 10' one. From start to finish it took
me 45 min. Awesome product so far! The only reason for 4 stars was I wish there were screws
for mounting the reciever in the bed. Worked great. Good quality. Super easy install! One
person found this helpful. Worked good and was able to put all the way to front of bed the wire
was long enough plus it was plug and play. Well thought out design and excellent instructions.
The best easy hook up 2"hole saw to install easy install. Good directions for installation. See all
reviews. Pages with related products. See and discover other items: fifth wheel hitch for truck ,
gooseneck hitch ford f , camper for truck bed , trailer harness , trailer wiring , trailer wiring
harness kit. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime.
Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products.
English Choose a language for shopping. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon
Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon.
Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal
Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology

Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's
Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home
Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can
trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life. Your question might
be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this product. Please make
sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a question. Hopkins
Manufacturing Corporation makes your towing experience simpler and more rewarding through
innovation and value. As an Endurance product by Hopkins, this product is designed for
ultimate durability against harsh weather conditions, corrosion, and normal wear and tear.
Hopkins offers a variety of towing solutions including vehicle wiring kits, adapters, vehicle and
trailer connectors, breakaway systems and much more. Today, more than 40 percentage of
retail category sales are generated from Hopkins innovations. Hopkins' 5th Wheel Wiring Kit
significantly reduces the time for installing or replacing a truck bed connector. The reinforced
90 degree angle connector provides convenient installation, plugging directly into the OEM
wiring system and retaining operational function at the rear of the vehicle. Available for most
full-size trucks. Whether it is on the job site or for recreation, Endurance Professional Grade
towing products provide the best performance for the most demanding settings. Over-built
components, dust covers and internal seals make for long lasting performance. Skip to main
content. You can return the item for any reason in new and unused condition: no shipping
charges Learn more about free returns. How to return the item? Go to your orders and start the
return Select the return method Ship it! Fastest delivery: Saturday, Feb 27 Order within 18 hrs
and 5 mins Details. In Stock. Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your transaction is secure. We
work hard to protect your security and privacy. Our payment security system encrypts your
information during transmission. Learn more. Ships from Amazon. To hide it, choose Ship in
Amazon Packaging at Checkout. Ships from. Sold by. Add a gift receipt for easy returns. Brand:
Hopkins Towing Solutions. This fits your. Frequently bought together. Add all three to Cart Add
all three to List. These items are shipped from and sold by different sellers. Show details. Ships
from and sold by Amazon. FREE Shipping. Ships from and sold by VM Express. Customers who
viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page.
Featured items you may like. Compare with similar items. Register a free business account.
Have a question? There was a problem completing your request. Please try your search again
later. Product information Technical Details. Click here to make a request to customer service.
Would you like to tell us about a lower price? From the manufacturer. Step Up To Endurance
Built to Last Whether it is on the job site or for recreation, Endurance Professional Grade towing
products provide the best performance for the most demanding settings. The Endurance
Advantage. Maximum Durability Over-built components, dust covers and internal seals make for
long lasting performance. Superior Ergonomics Larger, more intuitive grips for connecting and
disconnecting ease. What other items do customers buy after viewing this item? See questions
and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers
things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also
analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews
from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later.
Verified Purchase. First, Amazon says is does not fit my Ford F Yes, it does. Second,
Installation is easy unless you count making the hole in the bed of the truck. Most people install
it in front of the left rear wheel well. The harness will not fit through the hole, and I do not
recommend making the whole larger. On the Ford, you can see the end of the socket through
the bed. Use some dielectric grease on the socket. Note that there is an o-ring to waterproof the
plug. When you run the harness over the wheel well, work carefully. If you pull too hard, you will
screw something up. The harness went to bare wires about 2" from the socket. I didn't like that,
so I put a small length of split loom over it and e-taped it. There is an additional ground wire eye
white wire, rv style to ground to your frame. On the back end, there is a male and female plug.
Unplug your Ford tow harness from the vehicle. Plug in the new tow harness. Plug the rear
socket tow harness into the new harness. It works just as good - plug it in and you 're good.
Even matched up to the old screw holes from the Hopkins socket I had in before with custom
wiring. The only issue I had with this was that the length was way more than I needed. I suppose
it needs to be that long to reach from the rear up to a socket mounting location near the front of
the pickup bed, if you choose to put it there. Mine is way in the back of the bed so I had to drill
some holes up underneath the bed in some flanges to run zip-ties through so I could coil up the
excess and zip-tie it off, then run it across to where the truck plugs are. I also zip-tied it off
where I ran it across to the truck plugs so it couldn't rub. And for what it's worth, I wrapped
electrical tape on all the bare wires to protect them. So I held off on this review, until I had a
chance to actually tow my 5th wheel. It connected to the truck wiring very easily. The worst part

of the job was my using a wood hole saw and realising that I needed to visit the hardware store
to buy a metal one. My fault for not tying the t-case down. This however did not compromise the
weather seal or the function of the jack, as it still seals and the 5th wheel attaches and all wiring
passes through as designed. Hopkins has done it again!! Quality and ease of installation
couldn't better or easier. I purchased Hopkins because I had used their product in the past and
liked them. Total installation took less than 30 minutes and everything needed for installation
came included except hole saw. Simple plug and play operation and off the shelf hole saw made
this project go fast and extremely simple. No special skills or tools required other than a drill
and screwdriver. Thank You Hopkins for a goof proof product!!! This worked perfectly, not
much to say it is plug and play. Very well made. The cord has plenty of length to mount
anywhere in the bed you want front per back. Has been in truck now for over a year and used
regularly. I pull a fifth wheel camper. Would buy again. Simple to install with great instructions.
Took less than 1 hour to install and it actually took more time to decide where the plug would be
best located than to install! The kit is as close to plug-n-play as they come. I highly recommend
this kit to add a second 7 pin. Easy to install. Makes trailer hook up easier. This is about the
only place to get a harness for early Superduty trucks. Worked great. See all reviews. Pages
with related products. See and discover other items: fifth
ford explorer 200
2005 ford focus manual transmission fluid
2 float switch wiring diagram
wheel hitch for truck , 4 wire trailer wiring , auto wiring , trailer wire kit , trailer wiring harness
kit , reese fifth wheel hitch. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about
Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon
Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. VM Express. Amazon Music
Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon
Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon
Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories
for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography.
East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and
Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life.

